Acoustic Sofﬁt

™

◆ Saves Valuable
Floor and Wall
Space
◆ Full Range
Acoustic Control
◆ Designed to Fit
Your Room
◆ Internal Raceway
Hides Wiring,
HVAC, Lighting
◆ High-End and
Commercial Grades
Available
◆ Variety of Attractive
Fabric Colors
◆ Architecturally
Neutral Design
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FOR HOME THEATER

Superior Broadband Acoustic Control
When only the best will do,
discriminating home theater owners
insist on ASC’s Acoustic Soffit
System as part of their acoustic
treatment package. This is an
acoustically engineered product
that anybody with reasonable DIY
skill can install easily. The best part
is that regardless of your interior
design, the ASC Soffit fits right in.
In a nutshell, you hear much more
sonic detail produced by your
speakers, instead of fuzzy echoes. Plus, the soffit can be part of the room lighting,
HVAC vents, all depending on your desire. Everybody in the family will enjoy the
understated “built-in” looks and the improvement in sound and dialog.

When Only the Best Will Do
With hundreds of hours of real world testing, ASC’s engineering and product development
technicians have produced the best acoustical soffit available anywhere. Acoustic
engineers have known for hundreds of
years that a soffit is an excellent sound
diffuser. ASC improved the idea to
combine absorption, diffusion and bass
trapping. Choose from 7 in-stock fabric
colors, or for a modest additional cost,
60+ custom colors. Standard size is 10”
x 16”, or choose custom sizing to allow
for optional wiring, HVAC and lighting.
Most home theater soffits are not only
expensive, but they are not engineered
for acoustical performance.

The Bottom Line
The ASC Acoustical Soffit System is an elegant,
one-product solution to improving the acoustics
and sonic detail in your home theater. It is
reasonably easy to install for anyone with a
moderate skill level. All home theaters should
include a soffit. ASC’s Acoustic Soffit makes it
possible at a fraction of the cost of an installed
acoustic package.
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ASC - Deﬁning the way you listen.

